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Introduction
In 1805 Alexander von Humboldt published findings from his multiyear New World
expedition. His findings were a scientific boon, and his illustration Geographic der Pflanzen in
den Tropenlandern, ein Naturgemalde der Anden changed the way facts about mountains, and
later other geographic features, were conveyed. His visual innovations fit right in; the mid
19th century has been termed the Golden Age of information visualization. It was the age
of Florence Nightingale, John Snow, and Joseph Minard, the works of whom still stand as
excellent examples of information in picture form.
This brief text walks through some of the trends in comparative views, charming pictures
that describe mountains and rivers most commonly, but also other geographical features, in
terms of their size, by lining them up side-by-side. Replacing simple tables as tools for
conveying statistics, they brought life and dimension to what would otherwise be dry facts.
They evolved over the course of their 80 year life only to disappear by the turn of the next
century. As data-dense visualization has come back into vogue as infographics, we have to
wonder why the comparative view went extinct.
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Physical Geography, 1844, Black.
This partial reprint of Geographic der Pflanzen in den Tropenlandern, ein Naturgemalde der Anden,
1805, by Alexander von Humboldt illustrates the chart which kicked off the genre of
Mountains and Rivers maps. At the turn of the 19th century, Humboldt went on a multiyear expedition to explore the New World, generating copious amounts of data. His
innovation was in the annotation of an image with corresponding physical information.
Where previously information about, for example, the altitude at which certain flora and
fauna were found, Humboldt simply placed them in their respective locations on the face of
Mount Chimborazo, with climate and other data to the sides of the image (not shown
above).
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Höhen der alten und neuen Welt bildlich verglichen, c1810,
Bertuch.
Freidrich Bertuch, a German contemporary of Humboldt, published Bilderbuch für Kinder, a
multivolume set of illustrated children’s books. Tucked away inside was his Höhen der alten
und neuen Welt bildlich verglichen, showing mountains of the Old and New Worlds, with a scale
and notes in the margins to indicate the heights of mountains and other features. Inspired
by Goethe, who was inspired by Humboldt, this is one of, if not the, first true comparative
view. It set conventions for the discipline: mountains along with other contextual objects,
such as balloons, human figures, and cities. Note the crocodile in the lower right.
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A Comparative View of the Heights of the Principal
Mountains and other Elevations in the World, 1817,
Thomson and Lizars.
In one of the early comparative views, Thomson and Lizars follow Burtuch’s example by
showing the heights of the mountains on their beautiful engraving as marks in the margins.
Also like Bertuch, they use a tiny balloon to mark the altitude Gay-Lussac reached on his
record-setting 1804 flight and a tiny figure shows Humboldt on the face of Mount
Chimborazo. A small pyramid adorns the bottom of the view to underscore an ancient
accomplishment of man, and also serving as a link between the human and geologic scale.
Comparatives like these, showing features in a fictionalized landscape appeared for only a
few years, usurped by compound and graph-like depictions.
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A Map of the Principal Rivers Shewing their Courses,
Countries, and Comparative Lengths, 1834, SDUK.
The second quarter of the nineteenth century saw tremendous experimentation in
comparative visualization. Indeed, this era generally saw new forms of graphical data
display. The Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge published this unique radial
diagram where rivers are shown flowing in the direction they do in situ, into an imaginary
central sea. While this format took hold nowhere else, it is a testament to SDUK
cartographers’ creativity in solving the problem of showing rivers flowing in artificial
directions for sake of illustration; indeed, this chart is titled as “shewing [sic] their courses.”
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A Comparative View of the Principal Waterfalls, Islands,
Lakes, Rivers, and Mountains of the Western [and] Eastern
Hemispheres, 1851, Tallis.
In anticipation of the London world exposition in 1851, John Tallis published a stunning
atlas. He is regarded as one of the last cartographers to decorate his works with scrolling
borders, elaborate cartouches, and vignettes; the comparatives from this atlas certainly fit
that description. They are also remarkable for their blending of the early comparative vista
style seen in the waterfalls at the top of the piece, with the later graph-like and compound
arrangement seen in the bottom mountains and rivers panel.
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Johnson’s Chart of Heights of Mountains and Lengths of
Rivers, 1864, Johnson.
Johnson employed the compound comparative format in his five 1864 mountains and
rivers panels (one for each inhabited continent, save Africa and Australia, combined). This
comparative is scaled consistently within each panel, but not between panels. This means
that within a panel, their relative stated heights correspond to their relative drawn heights,
however between two panels, that relationship does not hold. While the differing scales
allow for the page to break nicely into five section, it downplays the heights of Asian
mountains and exaggerates the heights of European mountains.
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Die Benkannteren Hoehen uber der Meeres Flache in
Transparenten Profilen, 1855, Perthes.
Perthes' 1855 mountains comparative is another chapter in the German innovation that
gave rise to the genre. His view overlaps the mountains as though one is looking down a
transparent range. Like many other mountains comparatives, Gay-Lussac is shown on his
balloon flight, but the Pyramids of Giza are absent. While seemingly cluttered, this view
shows more detail of the mountains than do many other comparatives. However, it might
be due to the cluttered appearance that this style didn’t take off, with a few exceptions
being orological applications.
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The World in Hemispheres with Other Projections, 1860,
Mitchell.
When S. Augustus Mitchell published The World in Hemispheres in 1860, the days of the
comparative as sweeping vista or stand alone exhibit were numbered. Instead of devoting
an entire page to a rivers comparative, he snuck it into the corners of a globular projection.
Paradoxically, a comparative view was no longer perceived as worthy of its own page, but
still provided enough benefit to readers to warrant inclusion in his atlas, even if marginal.
Note that the western and eastern hemisphere rivers are shown as flowing west to the left
and east to the right, respectively; because the direction of some rivers was modified, so too
was the orientation of other associated hydrological aspects of those rivers, as is the case
with the St. Lawrence river and Great Lakes.
9

Imagine life in Victorian America, before the world was fully
surveyed, where railroads were extending their first tendrils across the
country, and industrialization promised to change everything. This
was an era when travel was uncommon and the newly charted world
was experienced in living rooms through beautiful atlases.
Comparative maps, diagrams showing features of the earth side-byside for the purpose of studying their sizes, are a unique element of
19th century cartography, not seen before and little seen after. These
illustrations run the gamut from imaginary vistas to graph-like
drawings, all serving the purpose of teaching visually about the world.
They chronicle changing world knowledge, human accomplishments,
and ideals of data visualization. This volume walks readers through
the world of enchanting comparatives, paying attention to changes in
the genre and highlighting their beauty.
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